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The WAC Company, US Army Garrison, Ft. Meade, has been experiencing severe opres-

sion in living conditions plus excessively harsh treatment within the company itsolf 
since the arrival of ]st Lt Trupiano, the company commander, last December. Not 
only has she refused to do anything about the' fleas in all four barracks, but the 
58 WACs living there have been hit with over 20 Article ]5s this month alone. 

The Article ]5s are given for such petty reasons as missing only one of the for
mations which WACs must attend Monday through Friday at 7:00 AH, failure to do 
nightly details which in fact were done, being caught in male barracks areas, and 
not having uniforms properly pressed. As one WAC stated, "I'm only human. I didn't 
hear my alarm clock one morning and I was late getting up." 

The commander fails to post many of these Article ]5s, which is against Army 
regulations. What's worse, she doesn't even print the punishments on the Article 
]5s themselves (another violation of Army regs). How can these people legally ap
peal a punishment that isn't written? One woman was told to mow the entire lawn 
area around four barracks even though this would obviously take up more than her 
two hours extra duty (part of her Article ]5 punishment) The temperature was 93° 
at this time which of course didn't matter to Trupiano. She also ignores the fact 
that Article ]5 punishments are not to be carried out at all until after an appeal 
has been decided upon. 

The brass claims that daily formations are a "necessary part of military discip
line." In reality, formations have nothing to do with individual job performance, 
or even Trupiano's bullshit reason that they are necessary to relay her information 
to the company. She could use the bulletin board in front of the orderly room for 
her notices. These formations are a means of setting WACs up for punishment. 
These women live in fear of receiving one of the next Article ]5s, which the brass ". 
hopes will suppress any militancy against all the injustices in the US military. 

The consolidated mess opens at 6:00 AM, and most WACs must report to duty at 8:00 
AM. With formations at 7:00 AM and the long lines at the mess, most WACs don't have 
time to eat breakfast, especially those without cars (approx. half), who would have— 
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to walk more than a mile to eat. The Army is supposed to provide its work ')' v.-. 
force with three meals per day and the opportunity to get them. 

A number of women have numerous bites on their legs from the fleas that have 
been inhabiting all four barracks. Trupiano refused to order an investigation of 
this outrageous situation when confronted by a group of women. She showed her 
contempt for them by saying the fleas are mosquitoes.' However, this didn't stop 
two WACs from complaining to their duty company commanders and several others from 
calling the IG. 

As usual, the wood in the barracks is rotten and no fans, much less air condi
tioning, is provided.in the sweltering heat. In the WAC Company, as in others on 
post, GIs are illegally (once again) denied the right to even have a beer in or 
around the barracks areas. One woman was actually told by MPs that she couldn't 
eat a sandwich near the barracks' parking lot! 

The Army further displays its rotten attitude toward enlisted GIs in Kimbrough 
Army Hospital. In the OB-GYN clinic, WACs have actually been told that "dependents 
come first." One WAC with an ovarian cyst bled profuaely after her operation and 
was allowed only four days recovery. After repeated trips to OB-GYN and weeks 
later, her wound has not healed properly and continues to burst open. Another 
woman received AVC Cream for VD (an ineffective medication prescribed for minor 
infections only). 

These are only some of the abuses suffered by women at Ft. Meade. The Army 
will continue to ignore injustices and try to repress GIs more than ever. However, 
enlisted people understand why this exists, and are fighting back. The US military 
is a tool of the imperialist system which uses it to fight wars for the profit of 
big business and maintain oppression and exploitation in 2nd and 3rd world coun
tries. The military brass maintains class distinction in order to force GIs to do 
their fighting, to be their cannon fodder. But more and more GIs are refusing to 
work for this system which is clearly not in the interests of the people. We 
demand better living and working conditions for the GIs at Ft. Meade and for all 
people. 
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Back in March, HIGHWAY ]3 reported on a spontaneous demonstration against 

MP harassment that had taken place at the 414th Signal Co. The incident occurred 
when Sp4 Jones allegedly "broke traction" in the 414th parking lot.'1 When MP's 
ticketed Jones, the people of the 414th responded by venting their anger at the 
MP's. HIGHWAY 13 is proud to announce that Sp4 Jones beat the charge early this 
month. 
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According to Department of Defense Directive 1325.6, "Possession of unauthorized 
material may not be prohibited." 
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.After ]8 months in the Army, Sp4 Maceo Boyce, 4]4th Signal Co., received his 
first -Article ]5. He was charged with assault with intent to do bodily harm to two 
other GI's from the 4]4th, In fact, Maceo had been provoked by the other 2 GI's, 
one of whom had a brick. In the ensuing fight, he got hit in the head by the 
brick, but still broke one guy's nose.. 

That night, he made several trips to the hospital, once, getting ]Ô stitches 
to close the wound, and later, because he had lapsed unconscious. The next morning, 
he went to the C.0;'s office to file charges. But, he was still bleeding, and was 
sent to the hospital again. He wasn't able to complete the charge sheets, but 
Sp4 Swarner, and E.-7 Brooks, told him that the C.O. would take care of it. 

He "took care of it," all right. Three weeks later, Maceo got an Article ]5. 
The Brass said one guy would,get an Article ]5, but., the other couldn't be prose
cuted because he was on leave at the time of the incident (but he was in the company 
area). : • •• • > 

Witnesses point to Maceo's innocence, and anybody can see through the line the 
BraSrS has been putting out. Until this time, Maceo had a clean record. He had no 
Article ]5's and had even gotten a letter of appreciation for his work from Capt. 
Stöver .(former CO. of the 434th). ... ' / \ 

So,'.with the facts,.on, his side, and a good record, how come Maceo got the 
Article ]5, and not the others?. For lack of any other excuse, it seems' that this 
time, the Brass is unhappy about Maceo's beard (he's got a "no shave" profile), 
and the fact that he doesn't kiss ass. 

is = just 
t. 

an excuse. a lie like any other which the Brass uses 
' i'. 

to cover 
They're happy to have GI's fighting among themselves, and not againsc 

But this 
themselves. 
the repression that's coming down. This time, the injustice is a little more ob
vious than other times. Maceo's.' $50.00 fine will hurt him just like it would hurt 
anybody else with bills to pay. There is no, justice in the UCMJ. Article ]5's are 
everybody's fight:. END ARTICLE ]5' everybody's fight. END ARTICLE ]5's..' . • _i_ ] 
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Last month, the 526th MP Co. had a company picnic for all members of the com->26th MP Co. had a company picnic for all members of the com

pany. .Everyone in the company was, promised all they could eat and drink by the 
Company commander. The >money for the food and beer came from the. unit fund, which 
is to be used for everyone. 

The members of the 3rd PLT who were working that day got to the party around 
3:30, and were told there*wàs nothing to drink or eat left. When the company C.O. 
was asked why there was no food or beer left, he daid he was told we weren't going 
to xka show up, and that he was sorry. We decided that being sorry was not enough, 
and that we were tired of being ripped off. We told the C.O. that he didn't hear 
the last of us, because we felt we were ripped off. He then offered us $25.00 to 
have a party of our own—$25.00 for 26 people isn't close to buying the things 
needed for a party. 

That night, we decided that we would ask to see the records of the company, to 
see if we could find out where all the food and beer went. The next day, we found 
out there were 80 hamburgers, and 80 hamburger buns left over, which the Brass 
claimed they "found" after the party. They then offered us the food and $25.00. 
We felt that the food was enough, but that the $25.00 would never come close to 
pa (continued) 
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paying'jfor the beef, teaïads, e t c . ' :,1? "'"' ' ' 

When the records were checked, we found out that they had two kegs of beer 
lefts which ."'r. wete going to be given to the soft-ball team. After* a meeting of 
the platoon WB decided that a demand for one keg was a just demand. We asked the 
company commander for the food, J keg of beer, and the $25.00 to buy the other 
things that were needed. 

* < 
They offered us everything we wanted >':.* '.. but the $25.00, and in its place, /••*>. 

would give us the charcoal, charcoal lighter, cups, paper plates, and other things 
we needed. We accepted this offer with a statement of protest that we were initial
ly ripped. 

A couple of things came out of this party which moved us all forward in seeing 
how the Brass works and how to fight back. First of all, they said they found the 
food after the party which we find hard to believe. They didn't tell us about tho 
beer and we found out about it after we checked the records out. The Brass continu
ally denied that they had anything to do with us being ripped off. But, the fact 
is that they were in charge of running the party and they knew about the beer. We 
found that, in fighting back, it was necessary to get as many people as possible, 
involved. Also , we struggled over what to do until a majority of people agreed 
on how to do it. We looked at the whole situation as it was not us getting ripped 
off, but all GI's were getting ripped off. Unity helped us win bur'demands at the 
526th. Other GI's can do the same thing if they organize. ' , ' 

I am 2| years old, and I am currently in the 661st Trans. , at Ft. Meade. 
Back in the early part of June, I was very unfortunate to fracture my leg. I ended 
up staying at Kimbrough Army Hospital for a period of 25 days, in which time I 
became physically dependent to a narcotic called "demoral", which I was being given 
for pain resulting from having my leg set twice. To top it all off, my doctor 
ETSed 4.days after J. was in the hospital. So, I was given another, who went on 
a two-week leave and, ieft me in a splint until my parents, had me transferred to 
Walter Reed Array Hospital', where I confronted more problems.\ Several times, I was 
harassed by lifers about my hair, while I was in pain and lying in bed. 

During my time' in these hospitals, I notieed I wasn't the only one suffering 
from these conditions. Even though medical treatment is free,you still must pay 
a price.—Rick. 
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